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do is write about them. Enjoy.

Summary: The first part of an experience involving the marvelous duo
from X-Files and the ever so intriguing partners from
JAG.

Washington DC

FBI Headquarters

(In the parking lot)

Two heads were locked in a passionate embrace. One was dark haired,
the other had hair the color of a Wyoming sunset. Both wore black,
ominous, yet professional suits, with FBI tags attached to their
starchy pockets.

"Mulder, we have to stop," said special agent Dana Scully.

"Sorry, I just can't help myself sometimes," replied special agent
Fox Mulder.

"C'mon, we're gonna be late," responded Scully, "we have to be meet
the two Navy lawyers in fifteen minutes."

"I don't understand why we need to work with the Navy regarding a
paranormal event," argued Mulder.



"*Sigh*, our orders are from the White House so let's just see what
the Federal Government wants" justified the ever so logical
Scully.

JAG Headquarters 

0800 Zulu 

Commander Harmmon Rabb and his partner Colonel Sarah, "Mac," McKenzie
awaited patiently in their respective offices for the arrival of an
FBI team. The assignment was made clear this morning that the two JAG
officers and FBI agents were to work together on a "special case."
Apparently, there was a disappearing of the "Sea Hawk," an American
carrier ship, last week in the Bermuda Triangle, and the four of them
were to solve the mystery together. Originally, because the
mysterious vanishing occurred in the Bermuda Triangle, the FBI was
granted full approval to investigate. However, when the Navy heard
that the FBI had gotten the case, high positioned admirals influenced
the decision over to the Navy's control. In a compromise, and with
the best results in mind, the decision was made by the men in the
White House to join forces. So, that was the reasoning behind Harm's
impatient finger thumping, and Mac's disgruntled face.

"Bing!" the elevator opened and out stepped a classical pair. The
woman, who was presumably about 30, immediately caught the eyes of
young seamen working for JAG. She was medium built, like Colonel
McKenzie, intelligent looking, with skin the color of cool satin.
Contrasting the mellow skin tone was the orange hair brushed neatly
apart to reveal the woman's plush lips and slightly arched nose. Next
to the woman, was a tall, handsome man. About 6ft, he towered over
his companion in a domineering way. Around the same age as his
partner, the man was striking to the Mac, due to his calm presence
and dark eyes. Hearing the sound of the elevator and immediately
recognizing the two misfits in black, Harm and Mac approached the
pair.

"Morning, I'm Commander Rabb," said Harm, extending his hand.

"I'm Special Agent Mulder," replied Fox as he shook the offered hand
with a tight grip, "this is my partner Special Agent
Scully."

"Hello, I'm Colonel McKenzie," sighed Mac as she gazed with awe into
Mulder's eyes.

God, she was so envious of Scully, she would trade jobs with the
orange haired woman at just the thought of being with this man five
days a week. Little did she know, though, that Scully too was
thinking the same thing. Obviously any woman would be attracted to
Harm, just as they would Mulder.

"I'm sure this experience will be ever so memorable," announced Mac
as the four of them strode out of JAG headquarters, heading towards
the airport.

End
file.


